Celebrate *Family Day*
September 26, 2016

**Silly Stories**

Why not create a silly story with your family tonight? Below are 10 opening sentences to choose from. Just cut them out and drop them in a bowl, randomly pick your story’s opening sentence and then take turns adding to the story by switching story tellers after each sentence.

- One hot summer day a little boy discovered a secret message on a popsicle stick...
- Far away in the North Pole there once lived a penguin who liked to play ice hockey...
- A long time ago there was a painter who only used the color yellow in his paintings...
- There once was an astronaut who discovered an unknown planet...
- There once was a piglet born with wings...
Silly Stories

It was the night before Christmas and Santa Claus decided he wanted to take a break from delivering presents...

One day a baby lion met a baby giraffe and they decided to start a band...

In a town made of candy there lived a little boy who loved Gumdrops...

A long time ago in a house full of children there lived a cat who only wanted to sleep...

In a cave far beneath the sea there lived a sea monster who loved to tell jokes...